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Assessing aerodynamic performance in cycling using computational fluid dynamics
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ABSTRACT: Aerodynamic resistance is one of the leading challenges to overcome in elite cycling. To optimize cycling
aerodynamics, estimates must first be made by means of wind tunnel testing, computational fluid dynamics or track testing.
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is an emerging field in analysing cycling aerodynamics. Wind and urban physics create
conditions difficult to model in a wind tunnel environment, and while physical track and/or velodrome testing occurs in actual
cycling environments, it is difficult to control and quantify all influencing environmental factors. CFD allows for complete
control over all model parameters. It also allows for controlled flow conditions to quantify small aerodynamic performance
improvements through changes in athlete posture/equipment along with extensive measurement capabilities. Modelling cyclists
and other vulnerable road users in urban environments can complement urban designs and strategies to enhance
pedestrian/cyclist safety in high wind conditions. Additionally, modelling the aerodynamics of bluff body objects such as a
cyclist’s body follows a similar procedure to modelling the airflow over complex structures. This paper presents not only an indepth survey of existing CFD research on cycling aerodynamics and its impact on the cycling community, but also highlights
gaps in knowledge regarding cycling aerodynamics and suggests a methodology for future research to follow.
KEY WORDS: Urban Physics; Aerodynamics; Computational Fluid Dynamics; Wind tunnel; Cycling.
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INTRODUCTION

There are several different resistive forces affecting the
performance of cyclists; aerodynamic resistance, road
gradient, rolling resistance, drive train and wheel bearing
resistance. However, aerodynamic improvements, particularly
on flat to rolling terrain, offer the greatest potential for
improvements in cycling speed [1]. For example, at speeds in
excess of 50 km/h the aerodynamic resistance is up to 90% of
the total resistance experienced by the cyclist [2]. It is evident
over the history of cycling, that significant performance gains
have been made, primarily due to the advancement of
technology and the understanding of the underlying physics.
For example, a performance improvement index was
developed by Haake [3], to allow for comparison between
athletes, and for a comparison between sports; a higher index
indicating a greater improvement in the sport. The results for
cycling are impressive, with a 221% increase in the
International Cycling Union (UCI) one-hour track cycling
record over 111 years. Furthermore, the 4-km individual
pursuit improved by 35% over 32 years.
Studying the flow field around a cyclist can be
challenging. Performing smoke tests in a wind tunnel can shed
some light on the complex flow interactions. However, wind
tunnel testing often presents aerodynamic improvements
solely through evaluating drag reduction, as detailed flow
fields can be difficult to obtain [4]. Computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) tools can be a useful asset to study whole
flow field data. CFD provides the ability to analyse the wake
flows of athletes; thus, identifying the causes of drag. The
benefits of CFD are now being widely recognized within the
cycling industry. The use of CFD tools is also well established
within motorsport. Other elite sports such as swimming,

skiing, bobsleighs and to some extent running have also
embraced its potential [5]–[8]. Olympic gold medals can be
won by tenths of a second [7], and it is possible to use CFD to
realise aerodynamic enhancements which lead to additional
speed or time savings. Advances over the past two decades in
computer hardware have had positive impacts on the
utilisation of CFD for sports aerodynamics research, from
motor sport applications to summer and winter Olympic
sports [9]. A key aim of aerodynamic testing is discovering
new cycling positions that conform to the UCI rules while
providing aerodynamic benefits. Similar procedures have been
found to be successful in other sports such as bobsleigh
aerodynamics. Computational modelling in bobsleighs on the
positioning of the internal crew members yielded significant
aerodynamic benefits without breaching regulations [6].
2

CFD METHODOLOGY FOR CYCLING

CFD has become one of the greatest assets in understanding
cycling aerodynamics in recent years. Detailed flow-field
information can be attained along with drag force detail on
individual components. Defraeye et al. [4] assessed the
accuracy of CFD for cycling applications. A scale model of a
cyclist was used to validate CFD models using wind tunnel
experiments. In addition to three-component forces and
moments, high-resolution surface pressure measurements
were taken from the scale models surface at 115 locations,
which provided detailed information on the flow field. The
data provided from the wind tunnel tests are used to compare
the performance of several Reynolds-Averaged Navier
Strokes (RANS) turbulence modelling techniques, large-eddy
simulations (LES), and low-Reynolds number modelling
(LRNM) and wall functions for boundary layer modelling

tech
hniques. The RANS sheear-stress tran
nsport (SST) k-ω
mod
del providedd the best overall
o
performance, folllowed
clossely by LES. LES providess valuable traansient inform
mation
but at a high com
mputational cost. Furtherm
more, the addittional
tem
mporal sensitivvity analysis that
t
is requireed makes LES
S less
attraactive for prractical calcuulations. LRN
NM held the best
perfformance to m
model the booundary layer in comparisoon to
walll functions. O
Only the riderr was modelleed in this reseearch,
with
h high resoluution 3D scannning providin
ng the geomeetrical
info
ormation requiired.
Drawn on prrevious best practices, Fig
gure 1 propooses a
metthodology foor the aeroodynamic an
nalysis of ssports
equ
uipment and aathletes using CFD. This methodology
m
aalso is
app
plicable to variious urban phyysics fluid related problemss.

Figure
F
1. A prooposed flowcharrt methodology for aerodynam
mics
analysis of cyccling using CFD
D.
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nge in the flow
w structure ovver the crank cycle
c
[10], [111]. It
chan
was concluded th
hat there is tthe potential to improve rider
r
aerod
dynamics through a targeeted approach
h at reducingg the
drag associated with
w the vortiices flow stru
uctures develooped
from
m locations on
n the rider’ss body. This research utillized
vario
ous wind tunn
nel flow visuualization tech
hniques such as a
seriees of detailed time averageed velocity fieeld wake survveys,
skin friction flow visualizationss, wool tuft flow visualizatiions,
and time averaged
d surface presssure measurements for varrying
leg positions.
p
Chowdhury
C
ett al. [12], [133] developed one of the most
m
recen
nt full scale teesting methoddologies for th
he measuremennt of
aerod
dynamic pro
operties as a function of
o cyclist’s body
b
posittions along wiith various cyycling accessories under a raange
of aiir flow velocities. Both stat
atic and dynam
mic testing caan be
perfo
ormed using this
t methodollogy in a suittable wind tunnnel.
A siix-component force sensorr under the platform
p
provvides
forcee and momeent measurem
ments. Repeatable crossw
wind
testin
ng may be conducted with the aid of a camera
c
system
m for
conssistent athlete posture possitioning. A drawback
d
of this
meth
hodology how
wever is the lacck of loaded rotors
r
to proviide a
set resistance
r
to th
he cyclist undder dynamic testing
t
conditiions,
along
g with the in
nability to traansfer the rotaation to the front
f
wheeel, which has been widely uused elsewherre in the literaature
[14]–
–[16]. García--López et al. [[17] addressed
d the sensitivitty of
aerod
dynamic drrag in w
wind tunnel testing with
recom
mmendations for future reesearch which
h is applicablle to
otherr researchers. These includde pedalling at a race pacce to
adeq
quately repressent the meann power maiintained overr the
courrse of the eveent. The fronnt wheel shou
uld be alloweed to
rotatte at the samee pace as the rrear wheel. The
T bicycle shhould
be fiixed to a valid
d power meteer that allows lateral movem
ment
of th
he bicycle-cyclist system, annd synchronizzation of the force
f
balan
nce and the biicycle’s crankk. The system used by Defraeye
et all. [18] is presented in Figuure 2. A meth
hodology for wind
w
tunn
nel testing is presented
p
in FFigure 3 which
h is also validd for
otherr civil applicaations.

WINDTUNN
NEL VALIDATIO
ON METHODS FOR CFD MO DELS

Win
nd tunnel teesting can prrovide aerodynamic dragg and
mom
ment characteeristics as welll as providing
g opportunitiees for
flow
w visualizationn. A multi-coomponent forcce sensor is ussed to
deteermine the drrag and addittional yaw forrces and mom
ments
actiing on the cyyclists. Wind tunnel testing
g can be relattively
exp
pensive and requires furrther investm
ment where flow
visu
ualization is rrequired. Flow visualizatio
on techniquess can
yielld informationn on why diffferent cycling positions gennerate
lesss drag, providding a means to
t further low
wer the drag pprofile
of a cyclist. Theere are varioous methods available
a
for flow
visu
ualization in wind tunnel testing, smok
ke tests beingg the
mosst common. O
Oil and ink fllow methods are also com
mmon.
Cro
ouch et al. [10] demonstrateed how aerody
ynamic drag ccan be
asseessed from thhe perspectivee of the fluid through whicch the
cyclist moves. S
Such techniqques provide more inform
mation
regaarding how ddrag forces arre generated. Crouch et al.. [10]
also
o studied the eevolution of the
t wake arou
und the crank cycle
usin
ng a quasi-steeady approacch in wind tu
unnel experim
ments,
disccovering thatt the dominaant mechanism
m affecting large
variiations in dragg from the ridder’s legs is not
n the variatiion in
the frontal surfacce area over the pedal strroke, but the large

Figurre 2. Cyclist and bicycle setup for wind tunneel experiments [18].
[

Corrrections for blockage, duue to the wind tunnel cross
c
sectiional area bein
ng too small re
relative to the frontal area of the
test object, must be
b taken into account where required. Solid
S

blocckage is an im
mportant paraameter for the validity of wind
tunn
nel data. The walls of the wind tunnel can compresss the
streeamlines and iincrease the velocity
v
of thee fluid over thhe test
objeect [19]. This local speed is
i thus higher than the refeerence
with aerodynnamic
win
nd tunnel speeed causing inaccuracies
i
coefficient calcuulations. The blockage rattio in Equatiion 1
r
i s the
deteermines if bllockage correections are required.
fron
ntal area of thee test item, annd
is the cross
c
sectional
al area
of the wind tunnnel test secction. Typiccally correctioon is
requ
uired if the blockage ratiio is greater than 7.5-10%
%. A
com
mplete methoddology for bllockage correection is founnd by
Merrcker & Wiiedemann [199]. The drag
g area (CDA
A) is
pressented in Equuation 2. Thiss is the typiccal reference value
used
d for compariison and dragg reduction pu
urposes [20].
is
the axial aerodynnamic drag foorce, is the air
a density, iis the
air velocity, A is the fronttal area, and
d CD is the drag
coefficient.
(1)) [22]
(2)) [21]
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CYCLIST AERODYNAMICS M
MODELLING WITH
W
CFD

Finteelman et al. [23] usedd validated CFD modelss to
investigate the flow field around
nd a static cycllist at various yaw
angles. RANS sim
mulations (k-ε and SST) were used to anaalyse
vario
ous yaw anglles, while dettached-eddy simulation (D
DES)
and LES were useed to analyse only a single yaw angle off 15°
due to
t their increaased computattional expensee. The bicycle was
inclu
uded in the simulation along with the rider, with
simp
plified geomeetry with feaatures such as
a the nose, lips,
bicyccle spokes an
nd cables beinng neglected. A standard urban
u
helm
met was used instead
i
of an aaerodynamic TT helmet ass this
reseaarch is focuseed more at cyycling safety than
t
aerodynaamic
perfo
ormance. Disccrepancies bettween differen
nt CFD modellling
techn
niques and th
he wind tunnnel results weere apparent with
17%
% difference in
n drag force bbetween LES and experimeental
resullts at a yaw angle
a
of 15°. Geometrical simplificationns in
the CFD
C
along with
w interferennce drag from
m the wind tuunnel
test stand
s
could bee contributors to these discrrepancies.
Defraeye
D
et al. [18] stuudied three common cyccling
postu
ures using CFD, those poostures being standard uprright
posittion, dropped position, andd time trial position. From
m the
LES simulation of
o the cyclist alone withou
ut the bicycle,, the
drag area (m2) off each positioon was 0.219, 0.172 and 0.142
0
respeectively. These results coonfirm that a reduction inn the
fronttal area of cycclists significaantly reduces their drag areea. It
is fu
urther proved that the aeroodynamic drag
g of the cycliist is
60-7
70% of the total drag experi
rienced by thee rider and biccycle
comb
bined.
CFD
C
has beeen used to yield new insights
i
into the
phen
nomena known as drafting in the cyclin
ng world. Bloccken
et all. [24] made several
s
new oobservations regarding
r
draffting
in cy
ycling with thee first publishhed CFD simu
ulations of draffting
supp
ported by wind tunnel validdation. These included thatt the
preseence of the trrailing cyclistt reduces the underpressurre at
the back
b
of the leeading cyclistt, yielding a drag
d
reductionn for
the leading
l
cyclisst. Two cyclissts were used in both the wind
w
tunn
nel and CFD testing. Hoowever, only the riders were
w
mod
delled in the CFD
C
tests withh the drag areaa of the standd and
bike being taken away from thhe wind tunn
nel test resultss for
parability. Interference dragg was also neg
glected.
comp

Fig
gure 4. Streamlines of the airfllow around four drafting cyclists
[255].

Figure 3. A prooposed flowchaart methodology
y for wind tunnnel
aanalysis of cycllists and bicyclees.

Defraeye
D
et al.
a [25] folloowed up on the researchh by
Bloccken et al. [24] furtheer investigatiing the draffting
phen
nomena using
g four individdual cyclists, each 3D scannned
and modelled
m
in different
d
racingg positions. Thus
T
team draffting
was analysed wiith variationss in individual positions, e.g.
uprig
ght position for
f the leadinng cyclist and
d other variatiions.

Succh research ussing numericaal studies on cyclists in a pace
linee is extremelyy useful for determining an optimal cyyclist
sequ
uence for tim
me trial evennts both on the road annd in
velo
odromes. It w
was made clear that the drrag of a cycllist is
dep
pendent on thheir position in the pace line. Secondd and
subsequent positiions experiencce drag reductions up to 400% in
com
mparison to a single cyclistt not partakin
ng in drafting,, with
the second from last cyclist reeceiving the laargest aerodynnamic
ben
nefit from the fformation.
Blocken & T
Toparlar studdied other arreas includingg the
aero
odynamic effeects of a trailling car on th
he drag of a ssingle
cyclist (Figure 55) [26]. Both a static bicyccle and rider were
mod
delled in thiis simulationn, but with some geomeetrical
sim
mplifications. A 3D scannned cyclistt was physiically
mod
delled at a redduced scale for wind tunnel validation stuudies.
Thee standard k-ε turbulencee model wass used with wall
funcctions used innstead of low
w Reynolds number
n
modeelling.
Thee results show
w a 3.9 second impact on a 50 km timee trial
even
nt. Thus folllowing from
m the results of this reseearch,
Blocken & Topaarlar recommeend to the UCI that the 10 m
metre
min
nimum distannce rule shouuld be altered
d to 30 metrres to
neg
gate this aeroddynamic beneefit unknowin
ngly availed oof by
som
me cyclists. It is noted that during
d
actual races,
r
the 10 m
metre
limiit is not strictlly enforced annd that there iss at least one ccar, if
not multiple, poteentially influeencing the drag
g of a cyclist.

not only
o
the drag force on the legs, but the drag force onn the
riderr’s torso.
5

WHEEL AERO
ODYNAMICS M
MODELLING WITH
W
CFD

ddition to sim
mulating cycliist’s aerodynaamic performance
In ad
using
g CFD, it hass also been ussed to model the aerodynam
mics
characteristics off wheels. Goodo performed comprehennsive
aerod
dynamics reseearch on a coommercial biccycle wheel using
u
CFD
D [28]. He presented a methodology
y for rapid and
conssistent aerodyn
namics studiees on a range of bicycle wheel
w
geom
metries underr a large rannge of flow conditions. Ten
diffeerent yaw angles were moddelled at two speeds
s
of 32 km/h
k
and 48 km/h using steady statee RANS analy
ysis using thee one
equaation Spalart-A
Allmaras turbu
bulence equatiion. In additioon to
this, transient anaalysis using ddelayed detach
h eddy simulaation
(DDES) was run for five of thhe yaw angless at the same two
speeds. This research alloweed for flow structures too be
identtified and com
mpared for diifferent yaw angles
a
and forr the
obseervation of a unique traansition from
m downwardss to
upwards acting fo
orce as the yaaw angle is in
ncreased. Viscous
drag was found to be less than 33% of the oveerall force withh the
remaainder of the force
f
computeed a result of pressure
p
drag. The
spok
kes generate a comparable ddrag to the wh
heel hub, withh the
tyre and rim generrating the maj ority of the drrag force.

Figure 5. A pressure map off a trailing car on a cyclist [26] .

The variationn in drag forrce and assocciated downsttream
flow
w structure wiith crank angle was investigated numeriically
and
d experimentaally by Grifffith et al. [27].
[
CFD uunderpred
dicted drag m
measurements by 15% in co
omparison to wind
tunn
nel experimennts, howeverr, the author put this parrtially
dow
wn to the simpplification of the
t geometry of the cyclistts and
bicy
ycle. A good match of thee downstream
m flow structuure is
foun
nd for the CF
FD and windd tunnel results. Minimum drag
wass observed at a crank anglee of 15°, when
n the two thigghs of
the cyclist were aligned. The maximum draag is observedd at a
cran
nk angle of 75°, when onee leg is at full extension annd the
otheer leg is raissed towards the
t rider’s to
orso. The trannsient
natu
ure of the enntire flow fielld was revealled by these CFD
stud
dies. Griffith et al. [27] concluded th
hat the drag force
exp
perience by thee rider dependds on the surfaaces to the reaar and
the downstream vvortical flow structures associated with tthem.
Thee strength of thhe vorticity strructure can bee linked to thee drag
forcce as shown bby the alignmeent of either th
high perpendiicular
to the
t flow agggregating the power of do
ownstream voortical
stru
uctures. The aauthor also inndicates that caution shouuld be
exercised when modelling components
c
isolated
i
from
m the
o the legs afffected
entiire cycling geoometry, as thee positioning of

Figu
ure 6. Streamlines at a yaw anggle of 10° showing recirculatioon on
the suction side of six different wheels [29].

Godo
o et al. [29] continued to build on theeir previous work
w
using
g their methodology to anaalyse and com
mpare six diffeerent
wheeels. Significaant differencees between the
t
wheels were
w
show
wn with deep
per rim wheeels offering a clear advanntage
undeer commonly experienced yyaw angles (5-15°). Pogni et
e al.
[30] also confirm
med the satissfactory capab
bility of CFD
D to
describe the aerod
dynamic behaaviour of bicy
ycle wheels using
u
stead
dy state RAN
NS simulatioons. Knup & Farmer furrther
investigated the suitability of CFD fo
or studying the
aerod
dynamics of wheels
w
[31]. SSix different wheels
w
were teested
at vaarying yaw an
ngles using steeady state anaalysis with thee kturbu
ulence model. The drag oof a disc wheeel was show
wn to
decrease with incrreasing yaw anngle, turning negative
n
at 200°.

6

NG AERODYNA
AMICS
PARACYCLIN

Wh
hile the racingg bicycle for professional or casual usee has
exp
perienced exxtensive devvelopment with
w
regardd to
aero
odynamics usiing CFD technniques, similaar developmennt has
not occurred withh regard to tanndem cycles or
o hand-cycle s that
are used by elitte para-cyclissts. Hand-cyccle design caan be
speccific to the atthlete involvedd due to variaations in disabbility.
Thu
us completelyy different poositions can be
b used durinng the
racee depending oon the cyclist, particularly in race phasess such
as a downward slope where thhe cyclist doess not need to ppedal
and
d can adjust thheir position to minimize aerodynamic drag.
Existing elite hannd-cycles aree a young tech
hnology with little
aero
odynamic research conduccted to enhan
nce their poteential.
Thee only availabble published literature to th
he best know
wledge
of this author is bby Belloli et al.
a [15] who performed
p
dynnamic
win
nd tunnel testiing of two haand-cycle/riderr combinationns, an
arm
m powered haand cycle, annd an arm tru
unk powered hand
cycle (Figure 7). A specializedd system was built for the wind
tunn
nel testing whhere the handd cycle is mou
unted on a suupport
fram
me with eachh wheel placed on rollers with
w an adjusstable
resiistance.

Figure 7. An arrm powered haand-cycle (7a), and
a an arm trunnk
powered hand--cycle (7b), bothh in aerodynam
mic postures [155].

7

DISCUSSION
N/CONCLUSIO
ONS

Theere are numerous gaps prresent in currrent knowledgge of
cycling. Firstly, bbicycles and their riders are rarely moddelled
togeether using C
CFD due to the computation
nal expense. T
Thus,
inteerference draag between the
t
rider an
nd the bicyccle is
neg
glected if one or the other is left out [1
18, 24, 32]. W
When
valiidating CFD ssimulations aggainst wind tu
unnel data, thee drag
areaa of the biccycle is subttracted from the wind tuunnel
meaasurements too give compaarable data to
o the CFD reesults.
This further negglects interferrence drag ho
owever leadinng to

possible discrepan
ncies within rresults. When athletes and their
t
bicyccles are modeelled togetherr, numerous simplifications
s
s are
made to the mod
del to reducee computational expense. For
exam
mple, the spok
kes and cables on the bike are
a often negleected
and the finer detaails of the cycclist such as facial
f
featuress are
also neglected [26
6]. A drawbackk of CFD is itts current inabbility
to model
m
the varyiing roughnesss on riders TT suits. LRNM
M and
wall functions hav
ve been used iin the past to model the surrface
of th
he rider, with little or no diifference betw
ween the skin,, suit
and helmet surface modellingg [24, 26, 33]. Wall functtions
allow
w for some ro
oughness to bbe taken into account; how
wever
they assume certaain flow condditions withou
ut actually sollving
the viscous
v
sub-laayers at the suurface geometry, as is the case
with
h LRNM.
Dynamic
D
simu
ulations using CFD have no
ot yet been utillized
for cycling to th
he best know
wledge of th
his author. Such
S
instaantaneous tran
nsient data oof a pedallin
ng cyclist would
w
prov
vide highly sought and valuuable aerodyn
namics data too the
cycliing communitty. The abilityy to visualise the flow arouund a
dynaamic cyclist on
n the graphicaal platform CF
FD provides could
c
prov
ve invaluablee. Some atttempts have been madee to
graphically display flow patternns from a dynaamic cyclist using
u
expeerimental meth
hods. Three ddimensional fllows around a full
scalee cyclist maannequin werre investigateed in pursuit of
explaining the larg
ge variations in aerodynam
mic drag measured
as th
he mannequins legs are possitioned aroun
nd the 360° crank
c
cyclee [10]. While this research provided a major
m
leap forw
ward
in th
he current understanding oof cycling aerrodynamics, CFD
C
analy
ysis would su
upplement andd extend reseaarch of this naature
prov
viding a broader and inn-depth underrstanding of the
comp
plex dynamicc flows on a platform read
dily accessiblle to
mostt researcherss. Hucho iddentified trailing streamw
wise
vortiices as a primary feature off vehicles wak
kes, having a large
l
impaact on the drrag of a vehiicle [34]. Cro
ouch et al. foound
simillar flow structures in the w
wake of cyclists and determ
mined
that future investig
gation into thee wake of cycclists will havee the
largeest impact on reducing the aaerodynamic drag
d force [100].
The
T use of CFD in sport waas reviewed by
y Hanna, coveering
a 20 year period, 1992 to 20122 [9]. While this
t paper foccuses
on motorsport and
a
other spporting events, many off its
concclusions and predictions aree relevant for the
t cycling woorld.
Virtu
ual modelling of athletes inn real time at competitive
c
evvents
is prredicted, in an effort to gainn competitive advantages onn the
day. Physically reealistic CFD/m
multiphysics models
m
of athletes
are also
a
predicted
d to virtually test new equ
uipment or spports
textile suited to individual atthletes. A drrawback of wind
w
tunn
nel testing is the
t difficulty in obtaining whole flow field
data.. Wind tunnel studies com
mmonly have investigated only
the aerodynamic
a
forces on thee cyclist; how
wever the reseearch
cond
ducted by Blocken
B
et aal. [24, 26, 35] on cyccling
D to obtain whole flow field
aerod
dynamics hass utilised CFD
data,, heavily validated by wind tunneel studies. This
comb
bination prov
vides reliable aerodynamicss results, yiellding
new insights intto the wakee flow of cyclists and the
fund
damental causees of aerodynnamic drag. So
ome discrepanncies
remaain between CFD simulaations and th
heir wind tuunnel
valid
dation tests. Support struc
uctures are reequired for wind
w
tunn
nel experiments of bicyclees. These stru
uctures are noot in
placee for the corrresponding CFFD studies. Itt is recommennded
by this author th
hat CFD studi
dies should in
nitially mimicc the

wind tunnel validation tests to the best extent, and upon
validation, the support structures can be removed from the
model to give a clearer indication of the flow field around a
cyclist.
Some wind tunnel analysis has been conducted on
competitive hand-cycles [15], however there is no current
knowledge or understanding of the flow around hand cycles,
recumbents and tandems, despite a general agreement in the
cycling world that recumbent type cycles are more
aerodynamic than their upright counterparts [36]. Tandem
cycling is all but untested in cycling aerodynamics to the best
knowledge of this author. Research in this area has begun in
NUI Galway in the form of a 4 year structured PhD
programme. This new research will investigate the
aerodynamics of paracycling using CFD, with a focus on
tandem cycling. The present author gratefully acknowledges
the funding provided by the department of Engineering and
Informatics.
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